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In our life nowadays most especially for those individual who are born in the early 70’s and below, it was really hard to cope with the new generation considering we are now on the computer age. Almost everything was accessible and can be reach and done thru gadgets and computers. Need to reach someone, to buy something or even your simple way of relaxation is done electronically. This are some of the changes we need to cope in order to live our lives today, easy and comfortably. It was all done in one simple pressing of a button or extremely voice operated.

Does change is hard? I don’t know. But for many people it seems change affect them so much. Change cannot be just computer aging or high tech gadgets. Change is a very broad word that correspond to all the things that surround us, from simple new rules or to adaptation of such exercises that will prompt our way of life. “Progress is impossible without change, and those who cannot change their minds cannot change anything”, George Bernard Shaw.

Most people are afraid of changes, why? They think changes without thorough analyzation will suppress their right and freedom as well as complicates their way of life. People reacts so much to those changes that they doesn’t understand, to the point in which a protest was imminent just to express their rejection of those changes. But, was change really bad? Was change harmful? Was change inadequate? Changes may be characterized as selfish, conflicts of interest or for the betterment of everyone with just objectives and constructive output that serves and benefits most of the people. And that is the problem in all of us, without trying, without looking for its purpose we just oppose and complain.
One of the military motto was, “Obey first before you complain”. We tend not to obey or accept changes and complain of what it is all about without looking the good side of it, its objective, idea or benefits. We have the right to complaining or reject such changes but we must try to look on the beauty of it. If we are afraid of change, we cannot move on, we must innovate, we must be open for such transformation or alteration. Just like a 3 years old child, he or she cannot wear diaper at all times or throughout his childhood, changes in an individual was part of their personal development. Your place was flooded out of a sudden that doesn’t happen in your whole life, blame climate change. A married couple for ten years just annulled not because of third but their ability to compromise was changed that led them to misunderstanding and coldness. Change may be good or bad, but in most areas or understanding we may say change is progress, progress is to accept the truth in each kind of situation. Without change, we cannot innovate and be left in the dark, without change we will not learn, change is learning and learning is a sign of progression.
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